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An early October follow up draft of the CSU Sustainable Procurement Policy was distributed to 
campuses after a request for input. CSUPERB leaders are disappointed to note that there were 
minimal modifications in the October draft to specifically address our core concerns. 
Furthermore, the new policy language will not seriously address the impact to STEM 
instructional laboratories or clubs. Without blanket exemptions for these arenas, most of the 
concerns we raised in our August 2020 memo would still be in place come 2024-2026 (other 
than purchases of equipment containing unsustainable batteries or lamps). 
 
Specific point-by-point feedback: 

• For laboratory equipment, reagents and supplies, there is now language saying that 
purchases for research grants will be exempt until either July 1, 2024 or July 1, 2026, 
depending on whether the purchase is over $25K in price. (Policy Draft, Policy 
implementation schedule, 2 & 3). What is needed is a permanent, blanket exemption 
for all purchases for all STEM-related reagents and supplies (research [on or not on 
grants], and instructional laboratory classes). 

• Purchases of $1000 or less on ProCards are exempt until only July 1, 2024. What is 
needed is a permanent, blanket exemption for all Procard purchases for all STEM-
related reagents and supplies (research [on or not on grants], and instructional 
laboratory classes). 

• The reasons these are needed are the same ones detailed in our August 6, 2020 memo. 
If clarification of any of the talking points is needed, CSUPERB would be more than 
happy to meet with the policy drafters. 

• The reasons the exemptions are needed are not concerns that would diminish with the 
passage of time (and are therefore not addressed by simply pushing the deadline for 
implementation of the policy to 2024). For example, if a needed sample tube made from 
unsustainable plastic is the only model on the market that will work for a particular 
experiment, the need for an investigator to buy that tube will still exist in 2024 as will 
the unsustainability of its plastic. 

• In discussions with campus representatives, we learned that Art Departments and some 
researchers in Health and Human Development are also concerned about this policy 
since they also routinely place small orders for specialty items that would be difficult to 
procure under the policy. Hence, it would be best if the language of the exclusions was 
broadened out from STEM to capture other fields that will be impacted too, but the 
policy drafters would need to meet with those faculty to learn their concerns in 
greater detail. 

At its core, CSUPERB leadership is concerned  that the CSU has invested significant capital in the 
hiring of qualified faculty, the renovation of laboratories, and their outfitting with specialized 
equipment to support rigorous degree programs and the engagement of students in cutting-



edge hands-on research. Those decades-long investments by visionary administrators could be 
dismantled in a matter of just a few years if faculty “give up” and disengage from research or 
leave the CSU in response to the burdens placed on them by this policy. We strongly encourage 
the policy developers to consider these long term negative consequences prior to circulating a 
next draft. 


